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These Health, Safety & Environmental Policies & HSE Standards included in the HSE Manual
have been developed for and to be utilized by all Formstructures and related companies herein
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HEALTH AND SAFETY POLICY STATEMENT

Formstructures is committed to the protection from accidental loss of all its recourses, including all
workers and physical assets. In fulfilling this commitment to protect both people and property, we
will provide and maintain a Safe and Healthful work environment.
To achieve this goal, Formstructures will support its employees, Trade contractors, and client’s
safety concerns and whenever necessary, ensure that disciplinary action is taken in the case of any
breach of the Health and Safety Policy. Formstructures Inc. will enforce compliance to legislative
requirements and will strive to eliminate any foreseeable hazards.
All supervisors, workers, Trade Contractors, and demolition contractors will be equally responsible
for minimizing accidents within our company projects. We believe that knowledge and training will
result in safer work environment.
Senior management will review and address our safety performance annually to ensure the highest
level of success and with the consultation of our workers and trades, together we can reach our
goal.
Loss prevention is the direct responsibility of supervisors and all workers. All management,
supervisors, workers, Trade Contractors must comply with Formstructures Inc. loss prevention
requirements as they apply to every project. All workers must perform their jobs properly in
compliance with established written procedures and operating practices as well as our clients’
policies.

March 21st, 2020
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ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY STATEMENT

At Formstructures we believe that all employees, supervisors, and managers shall behave in a
way that protects and preserve the environment. We are committed to protecting the
environment and resources in all areas affected by our activities. Compliance to environmental
legislation pertinent to our activities or those of our clients is a minimum requirement and an
integral part of our policy. It is the company’s policy to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comply with applicable environmental laws and regulations at all levels of authority municipal,
provincial, and federal.
Protect the environment from adverse effects of production operations.
Provide any information in our possession on the most appropriate Health, Safety and
Environmental Management and waste disposal practices to be utilized.
Submit copies of all WHMIS Controlled Products to Project Superintendent
Control all spills immediately and start cleaning up to limit spread of chemical.
Report all spills to Project Superintendent intendent asap.
Maintain spill kits for their own hazardous products.
Train their workers for Environmental Response Plan
Conduct regular workplace inspections and walk-through surveys to ensure compliance.
Promote awareness and education.
Promptly report all spills that are prescribed by local Environmental jurisdiction.

March 21st, 2020
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WORKPLACE VIOLENCE & SEXUAL HARASSMENT
POLICY STATEMENT
The Management of Formstructures is committed to the prevention of workplace violence and
sexual harassment and is ultimately responsible for worker health and safety. We will take
whatever steps are reasonable to protect our workers from workplace violence/harassment and
sexual harassment from all sources.
Violent behavior in the workplace is unacceptable from anyone. This policy applies to any
direct employee of Formstructures. Everyone is expected to uphold this policy and to work
together to prevent workplace violence/harassment and sexual harassment.
Formstructures as the employer will ensure this policy and the supporting program are
implemented and maintained and that all workers and supervisors have the appropriate
information and instruction to protect themselves from violence& sexual harassment in the
workplace.
Supervisors will adhere to this policy and the supporting program. Supervisors are responsible
for ensuring that measures and procedures are followed by workers and that workers have the
information they need to protect themselves.
Every worker must work in compliance with this policy and the supporting program. All workers
are encouraged to raise any concerns about workplace violence/sexual harassment and to report
any violent/harassment or sexual harassment incidents or treats.
Management pledges to investigate and deal with all incidents and complaints of workplace
violence/sexual harassment in a fair and timely manner, respecting the privacy of all concerned
as much as possible.
The complaint must be made within six months of the date of the last incident of harassment.

March 21st, 2020
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WORKER RIGHTS & RESPONSIBILITIES
Every worker in Manitoba has basic rights, protected by law, when it comes to safety and
health at the workplace. At the same time, every individual at the workplace has a personal
and shared responsibility to prevent occupational injuries and illness.

Worker Rights
Every worker has the following rights:
*The Right to Know about hazards in the workplace, and what precautions must be taken to
prevent injuries or illness from these hazards. Employee education under the Workplace
Hazardous Materials Information System, as well as job-specific training on chemical/controlled
products at the workplace, is an example of the right to know, supported by the Workplace
Safety and Health Act.
*The Right to Participate in safety and health activities at the workplace, including involvement
in the joint workplace safety and health committee, or as a worker representative, for example.
*The Right to Refuse any task that the worker has reasonable grounds to believe is dangerous to
his/her safety and health or the safety and health of other persons. Workers carrying out duties
or exercising rights, as set out under the Workplace Safety and Health Act, are protected from
discriminatory action.
* The Right of Protection from discipline for reporting unsafe work.

Worker Responsibilities
Workers’ legal safety and health responsibilities include:
•
Taking reasonable care to protect themselves and others who may be affected by their actions or
•
•
•

omissions.
Proper use of safety equipment, clothing, and devices.
Cooperating with the workplace safety and health committee or representative.
Cooperating with other persons regarding workplace safety and health matters.

March 21st, 2020
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Hazard Assessment Policy
The Safety and health of all our employees at Formstructures Garden City is of vital
importance. Safety is a condition of employment with our company and shall not be sacrificed
for the sake of expediency.
It is our belief that all departments are safe for all the employees and The General public,
every effort shall be made to:
•
•
•
•

Identify Hazards.
Tell others about them.
Control or reduce the risk of those hazards.
Remove any or all potential hazards.

As outlined in our company manual, safety is a shared responsibility by all employees and
shall be an integral component of work activities—together we can create a positive safety
culture and ensure a safe workplace.
Our starting point will be.
First step
Second step
Third step

Information and training
Safety representatives’
Safety Officer and senior management

All Sub-contractors will be expected to fulfill their safety responsibilities and to follow our
company safety manual.
Management, Safety and Health Representatives and Employees will abide by our Company
safety manual, the Workplace safety and Health Act and its Regulations.

March 21st, 2020
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Maintenance Program Policy

Introduction
The purpose of a maintenance program is to maintain tools and equipment in good
order, therefore reducing accidents or injuries to workers and the general public and
improved lost control.
Policy
FORMSTRUCTURES will maintain all tools and equipment in a condition that will
ensure the safety and health of its employees and the general public.
To accomplish this, FORMSTRUCTURES has developed a maintenance program
that includes the following components:
- equipment inventory
- preventative maintenance schedule
- qualified maintenance personnel and facilities
- records of maintenance work performed
- a red tagging system to identify equipment in need of maintenance or repair
Equipment Maintenance Schedule
- Vehicles – every 5000 kilometers or manufacturers specifications
- Ladders – annually
- Fall Protection Equipment – annually
- Fire Extinguishers – done monthly during regular safety inspections and formally
done by service company.
- Tools and Equipment – inspect prior to each use for good operation

March 21st, 2020
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HSE Std.-1
LEADERSHIP AND ADMINISTRATION
Purpose
To define the responsibilities of Formstructures employees, subcontracted site supervisors’ or
management as well as third party companies who perform contract work for Formstructures and
outline certain processes for the administration of the HSE Program.
Scope
This standard applies to all Formstructures work sites nationally across Canada. The following
“Leadership & Administration “section is a summary / collection of the HSE Standards duties and
responsibilities as prescribed within the HSE Program.
Responsibility
1. Employee
All employees and subcontracted site supervisors’ or management are responsible for safeguarding the
health & safety of themselves as well as fellow employees. All employees shall do the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account to the Management / Supervision (HSE Std.1)
Never proceed with work that creates dangerous risk (HSE Std-.2)
Attend on site orientation meetings (HSE Std.-2)
Promptly report all unsafe acts /conditions and occurrence of HSE incidents (HSE Std.-3)
Familiarize and comply with all applicable SWP’s, JHA’s and other applicable HSE Rules (HSE Std.-1)
Cooperate and participate in incident investigations as required (HSE Std.-12)
Report all personal injuries / Near Misses and obtain medical attention as required (HSE-12)
Familiarize and comply with applicable Site-Specific HS Plan (HSE Std.-14)
Verify that the MSDS is received for a product if the employee purchase or receives (HSE Std.-15)
Comply with Formstructures HSE Policies / Manual / SSHSP (HSE Std.-1)

2. President
In addition to the responsibilities of all employees the Formstructures President shall do the following.
•
•

Verify HSE Training Plan is established to support facilitation of the HSE Manual and all employee safety
(HSE Std.-1)
Receive / Review regular HSE Statistical reports from Project Administration Manager / Project
Superintendent intendent regarding; (HSE Std.-3)
o
o
o

Effectiveness of the H&S Program / Site Specific Safety Plan
The occurrence of significant H&S incidents
Implementation of corrective action arising out of significant incidents.
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•
•
•
•
•

Verify that Formstructures corporate HSE Policies / programs are reviewed and updated annually (HSE Std.-1)
Perform 1 Formal Project safety inspection quarterly (HSE Std.-5)
Implement Annual Company HSE audit reports and follow up on noted outstanding issues (HSE Std.-5)
Provide adequate resources to implement the H&S Program i.e., retain Health & Safety professional to
oversee each project as required whether full or part time, provide all PPE required for all Formstructures
own forces workers and allow for training. (HSE Std.1)
Exercise authority to maintain compliance with regulatory and company requirements (HSE Std.1)

3. Project Management
Project Management is responsible for assisting in the development and implementation of the SSHSP
for assigned projects. The PM will work closely with the Project Superintendent intendent and Project
Administration Manager to implement the HSE Program. In addition to the responsibilities of Employee,
the PM shall do the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account to the President (HSE Std.1)
Where practical participate in site orientations (HSE Std.-2)
Receive Weekly HSE reports from the Project Administration Manager on the implementation and
effectiveness of the Project SSHSP (HSE Std.-3)
Implement the HSE Standards and procedures as stated within the HSE Manual (HSE Std.-1)
Comply with regulatory requirements and building codes (HSE Std.-1)
Exercise authority to maintain compliance with regulatory and company requirements (HSE Std.-1)
Provide resources necessary to carry out training goals and objectives (HSE Std.-03)
Hold a pre-job meeting to discuss trade contractor HSE performance expectations (HSE Std.-3)
Verify that the hazard assessment process is followed (HSE Std.-4)
Conduct one formal site inspection monthly (HSE Std.-5)
Verify that corrective actions identified during inspections are implemented (HSE Std.-5)
Verify that PPE standards outlined in the SSHSP are followed (HSE Std.-6)
Monitor the Emergency Response Plan development and monitor the implementation (HSE Std.-7)
Assist in the development of the Environmental Action Plan and monitor implementation on the project
(HSE Std.-9)

•
•
•
•
•

Participate and support the incident investigation and reporting process (HSE Std.-12)
Assist in the development and verify implementation of the SSHSP (HSE Std.-14)
Continuously monitor trade contractors with poor H&S performance (HSE Std.5)
Notify trade contractors of work schedule, location, hazards, and special precautions including SSHSP at
Pre-Job meeting (HSE Std.-1)
Verify that Project SSHSP acknowledgement has been signed and returned prior to contractor payment
(HSE Std.-14)

•

Provide adequate support and resources for all aspects of the implementation of the HSE Manual / SSHSP
(HSE Std.-1)

4. Project Superintendent
The Project Superintendent intendent is responsible for initiating, developing, and implementing the
Project SSHSP with assistance of the Project Manager and Project HSE Consultant. In addition to the
responsibilities of all employees the Formstructures Project Superintendent intendent shall do the
following.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account to the Project Manager
Where practical participate in project orientation sessions (HSE-02)
Participate in required training for their position (HSE Std.2)
Chair the project JHSC Committee where required (HSE Std.-3)
Make all workers aware of the HSE communication systems (HSE Std.3)
Review weekly HSE Reports regarding the implementation of the project SSHSP and occurrence
of any significant HSE incident (HSE Std.-3)
Hold a pre-job meeting to discuss trade contractor HSE Performance expectations and
communicate HSE requirements to trade contractors prior to start of subcontract (HSE Std.-3)
Implement the Formstructures HSE Standards and procedures
Assist with the development of Safe Work Procedures (SWP’s), Job Hazard Analysis (JHA’s) for
own forces workers (HSE Std.-4)
Perform Pre –Job Safety Instruction (PSI) with own workers before each work task (HSE-Std.4)
Conduct daily informal inspections (HSE Std.-5)
Conduct weekly documented inspections (HSE Std.5)
Verify that corrective actions identified in inspections are implemented (HSE Std.-5)
Monitor trade contractors to verify their work is conducted in a safe, responsible manner in
accordance with the Project SSHSP (HSE Std.-5)
Verify that PPE standards identified In the Project SSHSP are followed (HSE Std.-14)
Assist in the development of Emergency Response Plans and monitor implementation (HSE Std.-7)
Assume leadership of the ERP team (HSE Std.-7)
Assist with the development of the project security plan (HSE Std.-14)
Provide sufficient resources including materials, equipment, and training to effectively deal with
potential emergencies (HSE Std.-1)
Assist with the Project Environmental Action Plan (development / monitor implementation (HSE Std.9)

•
•
•

Verify operators of mobile or hoisting equipment qualifications and verify that all equipment is
inspected prior use (HSE Std.-11)
Verify the safe operation and maintenance of all equipment on site (HSE Std.-11)
Participate, support, and reinforce the incident / Near Miss investigation & reporting process
(HSE Std.-12)

•

Support corrective actions identified in incident investigations (HSE Std.-12)

•
•
•
•
•

Provide adequate support & resources for all aspects of the injury management programs (HSE Std.-1)
Assist in the development and verify implementation of the project SSHSP (HSE Std.14)
Comply with regulatory requirements and Building codes (HSE Std.-1)
Exercise authority to maintain compliance with regulatory and company requirements (HSE Std.-1)
Set an appropriate example for employees under their direction (HSE Std.-1)

Note: On projects that do not have project HSE Consultant, the Project Superintendent will assume or
delegate the HSE Consultants responsibilities
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5. Project HSE Consultant
The Project HSE Consultant assists with the development, implementation, and monitoring of the
Project SSHSP with the assistance of the Project Manager & Super. In addition to the responsibilities of
all employees the Project HSE Consultant shall do the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account to the Project Manager / Site Super
Assist with the development and facilitation of required training requirements on site (HSE Std.2)
Assist in the organizing, planning, and implementation of the worker orientation program (HSE Std.2)
Review trade contractor submitted HSE Meeting minutes / JHA’s / SWP’s and provide responses to
support the collection/review process (HSE Std.-3)
Participate and attend all require Project H&S Committee meetings (HSE Std.-3)
Develop regular HSE reports and make recommendations for all workers regarding the effectiveness of
the project SSHSP / occurrence of significant incidents / trends (HSE Std.3)
Research legislation and information on applicable OHS requirements (HSE Std.-3)
Issue and circulate HSE literature / noted safety trends to enhance and maintain OHS awareness (HSE Std.-3)
Notify government agencies of project reportable incidents in accordance with local regulations (HSE Std.-3)
Prepare weekly HSE Implementation statistics Report and circulate to Project Manager & Super. A
generic form will be provided by Formstructures that may be customized by the HSE Consultant for the
Province where work is being performed. (HSE Std.3)
Review hazard assessments for accuracy and relevance to the work being performed (HSE Std.4)
Assist with Hazard Assessment Process where required (HSE Std.-4)
Assist with the ongoing development of SWP’s and reviews of submitted SWP’s from trade contractors
(HSE Std.-4)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify the project is following the Project SSHSP standards through inspections and observations (HSE Std.-5)
Assist Project Managers / Supers in evaluating HSE performance and to maintain compliance with
regulatory and company requirements (HSE Std.5) (remove “exercise authority to maintain (HSE Std.3)
Perform daily informal project inspections (HSE Std.-5) Inspections to be documented (remove “in
logbook” (HSE Std.-5)
Perform weekly formal documented inspections of entire project (HSE Std.-5)
Verify that corrective actions identified during inspections are implemented (HSE Std.-5)
Research, evaluate and select medical facilities and service providers to accommodate project
requirements (HSE Std.-7)
Assist in the development of the Project ERP (HSE Std.-7)
Exercise the ERP with the emergency evacuation team in a test situation at a frequency of no less than
once per year. (HSE Std.-7) if applicable.
Review incident investigation reports and verify that corrective actions have been completed (HSE Std.-12)
Review the Environmental Action Plan (EAP)and monitor implementation (HSE Std.-9)
Provide incident investigation / Near Miss support to Project Manager & Super (HSE Std.-12)
Review incident investigation reports to verify accuracy, completeness (HSE Std.-12)
Verify that modified work programs are implemented within the requirements of the policy and local
regulations (HSE Std.-13)
Assist with revisions of the Project SSHSP as project conditions change (HSE Std.-14)
Maintain HSE Files to support weekly HSE Statistical report & implementation of SSHSP.
Review Hearing Conservation Requirements & implement where prescribed provincially (HSE Std.-14)
Set an appropriate example for employees / workers (HSE Std.-1)
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6. Project Administration Manager
The Project Administration Manager acts as the gatekeeper for all Formstructures Construction
Projects Weekly HSE Statistical Reports. The project administration manager shall do the following.
•

•
•
•
•

Account to the Project Manager/ President (HSE Std.-1)
Develop a monthly summary report of each active construction projects, summarizing the weekly Project
HSE Statistical Reports into a monthly report for the Formstructures President. (HSE Std.-3)
Report all significant HSE incidents/noncompliance noted on weekly reports to Company President (HSE Std.-12)
Manage yard operations (small tools/temp power/stores) and verify that the company H&S Program is
adhered to. (HSE Std.-1)
Utilize the services of a third-party Company National HSE consultant when required, on call up basis for
support (HSE Std.-1)

7. Trade Contractors
Trade contractors on Formstructures projects are responsible for the safety of their workers and
their contracted contractors. Trade contractors shall do the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Account to Project management / Project Superintendent / Project HSE Consultant (HSE Std.-1)
Provide education and training and enforce the applicable PPE (HSE Std.-2)
All Workers must attend H&S Orientation session prior to commencing work (HSE Std.-2)
Maintain good housekeeping practices in their work areas (HSE Std.2)
Communicate the above to all their contractors, supervisors, and workers (HSE Std.-1)
Submit specific hazard analysis and Safe Work Procedures commensurate with their scope of work prior
to commencing (HSE Std.-4)
Immediately stop work & correct any unsafe conditions and acts observed in their jurisdiction (HSE Std.-5)
Conduct weekly H&S Meetings with their workers, document the meetings and submit a copy to the
Project Superintendent intendent (HSE Std.-5)
Conduct daily / before each work task a Pre-Job Safety Instruction with their workers (HSE-Std.-4)
Supervisor must perform one formal HSE inspection of their work area per week as a minimum and
submit to Project Superintendent. (HSE Std.-5)
Investigate and report to Project Superintendent intendent promptly on occurrence of any HSE Incident /
Near Miss (HSE Std.-12)
Supervisor must review and sign off Project SSHSP acknowledgement as part of the Contract (HSE Std.-14)
submit to Project Superintendent.
Supervisor must advise their workers / sub-contractors / Employers of the Project SSHSP and verify
compliance through personal observations (HSE Std.-14)
Immediately report to Project Superintendent intendent any unsafe acts and conditions observed outside
their jurisdiction (HSE Std.-1)
Contact the Project Superintendent intendent if they have any questions regarding the interpretation of
the Project SSHSP (HSE Std.-14)
Designate a competent person to coordinate their H&S Program (HSE Std.-14)
Understand and fully comply with Project SSHSP, client requirements, legislated requirements (HSE Std.-14)
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8. Procurement Manager
In addition to the responsibilities of all employees the Project Procurement Manager shall do the
following.
•
•
•

Request WHMIS Safety Data Sheets accompany all controlled products delivered to sites (HSE Std.-1)
Research and determine if required Controlled products can be substituted for less harmful products (HSE
Std.-1)

Utilize the Formstructures Scope of Work section #2 HSE requirements in all sub-contractor contracts
(HSE Std.-15)

9. Visitors, Suppliers, and Consultants
Visitors, suppliers, and consultants are responsible for safeguarding their own health and safety and the
safety of project workers shall do the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report to the project office before entry to the project (HSE Std.-2)
Attend worker site specific orientation (HSE Std.-2)
Sign in on Project visitor log (HSE Std.-2)
Report to the Project Superintendent intendent on occurrence of any significant incident (HSE Std.-5)
Wear appropriate PPE (HSE Std.-14)
Report any injury sustained on the project (HSE Std.-12)
Participate and comply with Project Superintendent intendent
Comply with the Project SSHSP (HSE Std.-14)

10. Workers
Workers shall do the following.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in required training for position (HSE Std.-2)
Attend / Participate orientation session (HSE Std.-2)
Work safely (HSE Std.-2)
Participate in Hazard Assessments (HSE Std.-4)
Care for and maintain the PPE issued to them as per manufactures instructions (HSE Std.-6)
Wear PPE as required in the Project SSHSP and task specific SWP. (HSE Std.-14)
Understand the ERP for their work areas (HSE Std.-14)
Report any losses of tools / equipment as they are discovered (HSE Std.-14)
Inspect all tools and equipment before use (HSE Std.14)
Operators of vehicles / equipment, verify that they are in good repair (HSE Std.14)
Leave all HSE devices, safeguards on tools and equipment (HSE Std.-11)
Report all injuries / incidents / Near Misses to Project Superintendent intendent (HSE Std.-12)
Follow the HSE Standards contained in the local Legislated OHS Construction requirements (HSE Std.-14)
Follow the standards contained in the Project SSHSP (HSE Std.-14)
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Enforcement of H&S Rules
Compliance with company legislated H&S standards is necessary to maintain a safe and healthy work
environment. Violations will be the cause for corrective action which may result in disciplinary action up
to and including termination of employment or services contract.
The following are acts of misconduct are zero tolerance activities and will result in immediate termination
(see Company Rules Book)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any criminal or illegal activities on site
Possession of firearms
Physical fighting
Theft
Sleeping during scheduled work shift
Smoking in non-designated areas
Bomb threats
Entry into a confined space without a permit
Failure to follow fall prevention rules.
Violation of Lock – Out / Tag –out
Tampering with fire prevention / fall protection equipment
Failure to utilize proper sanitary facilities.
Etc.

Where the violation does not involve a zero tolerance, the following are guidelines for disciplinary
action resulting from HSE infractions (at the discretion of the Site Superintendent and the severity of
the hazard).
•
•
•

First Violation results in a verbal warning (documented by Super.)
Second Violation results in a written warning will be issued to the worker by the workers supervisor and a
24-hour suspension from all Formstructures job sites.
Third Violation results in permanent removal from site and all other Formstructures Inc. Projects

The Project Superintendent intendent and the direct supervisor of the employee is responsible for the
issuance of disciplinary action.
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HSE Std.-2
ORIENTATION AND TRAINING
Purpose
The purpose of the Site Orientation is to provide all workers with consistent HSE information, education
and training appropriate to their assigned duties.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Worksites / Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company H&S Policies & Programs
Where practical, participate in the Site-Specific Orientation Session & Prescribed Training

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•

Attend Site Specific HSE Orientation Session
Verify that the Site-Specific Orientation Checklist / Acknowledgement is utilized
Verify Subcontractor Safe Work Procedures (SWP’s)for upcoming work has been submitted.
Verify Subcontractor’s Safety training records are available.
o (WHMIS 2015 /GHS mandatory, Fall Protection (>10’) mandatory, Task Specific, etc.)
o Participate in prescribed HSE Training requirements

•

Establish a means to identify participation in the project specific orientation (i.e., hard hat sticker) and
monitor for non-compliance.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish Site specific worker orientation program.
Establish worker orientation schedule.
Maintain Worker Orientation records / files.
Verify that new workers have submitted training records.
Verify that Formstructures SSHSP are included in site orientations and communicated to all workers.
Establish a means to identify participation in the project specific orientation (i.e., hard hat sticker)
Monitor workers for those who have not completed the mandatory orientation.
Verify that Formstructures Employees have attended all required HSE Training.
Determine / locate established HSE Training Providers as a resource
Facilitate HSE Training courses to Formstructures employees.

4. Trade Contractors
•
•
•

Attend Site Specific Orientation Session
Complete Site-Specific Orientation Checklist /Acknowledgement
Submit HSE Training records for all their employees / subcontractors / Employers.

5. Employees / Workers
•
•

Attend the Formstructures Site Orientation session
Attend all required safety training and maintain on their person training certificates.
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Worker HSE Orientation topics include.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Working safely a condition of work
Legislation overview (OHSA / WSIB / WCB Regs.)
Site Specific Health & Safety Plan overview
Site Plot Plan review
PPE Required (Hat, Boots, Vest, etc.)
Hours of Work
Parking
Housekeeping
Guardrail / Fall arrest
Scaffolding / ladders
Emergency Response

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident Management
H&S Posting requirements
Hot Work Permits
Electrical Lock out
SWP’s
Hygiene/ toilet
Drugs / Alcohol
Enforcement
Violence / Harassment
Orientation checklist completion form
Fall Protection

Attachments:
This checklist is provided as a Formstructures minimum standard for worker orientation sessions. It can be modified
(added to) as required to address additional Provincial Worker Orientation requirements as prescribed /
Formstructures Management concerns and Project / Client requirements based on the pre-job Hazard Assessment
process identifying worker orientation requirements.

Modify any changes required from your HSE SSHSP
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Worker Orientation Checklist
Worker’s name:

Company:

Topics Discussed
Facilitator

Date Given

(print)

Instructions Given
Yes / No

worker

Yes

No

N/A

Yes / No

Explanation of workplace site

O

O

2. OHS Legislation overview

Yes / No

Emergency Procedures

3. Site Safety Plan Overview

Yes / No

Emergency Exits

4. Site Plot Plan Overview

Yes / No

Muster Point

5. Mandatory PPE / task specific

Yes / No

Report all Accident Incidents

O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O

6. Hours of work

Yes / No

Shown Location of:

7. Parking

Yes / No

First Aid Kit

8. Housekeeping

Yes / No

9. Guardrails / Fall Arrest

Yes / No

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

1.

Working safely is a condition of
your employment

10. Scaffolding / Ladders

Yes / No

11. Fall Protection

Yes / No

12. Emergency Response

Yes / No

13. Incident Management

Yes / No

14. OHS Posting

Yes / No

15. Hot Work Permits

Yes / No

16. Electrical Lockout

Yes / No

17. Safe Work Procedures

Yes / No

18. Hygiene

Yes / No

19. Drugs / Alcohol

Yes / No

20. Discipline Process

Yes / No

21. Worker Violence / Harassment

Yes / No

O
Fire Extinguishers
O
Emergency Numbers Information
O
SDS Data Sheets WHMIS 2015/GHS
O
Company Safety Manual
O
Toilets
O
Lunch / break room
O
Site Safety Rules
O
Personal Protective Equipment
O
Personal Fall Protective Equipment
O
Review of site-specific hazards
O
Controlled Products coming on site
O
Safe Tool Handling -LOCK OUT/ TAG OUT O
Employee Rights and Duties
O
Disciplinary Procedures
O
Traffic Control Plan / Spotter
O

22. Safe Work Plan must be review by FS Yes / No
Red tape----Yellow Tape-----Red Tag -------Yellow Tag ------If red and you cross you will be removed and not allowed to return to any Formstructures sites
NO PAPER COFFEE CUPS ON SITE - ONLY SPILL PROOF CONTAINERS
SF 29
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Orientation Exam
Questions:
1) Name at least 3 workers’ rights?
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
2) Name at least 3 personal protective equipment needed on a job site.
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
3) -Where are the washroom’s located?
________________________________
________________________________
4) In order to work here, an employee must complete what prior to working?
________________________________
5) Name the two thing you will need prior operating an Aerial Lift?
________________________________
Are you the: SUPERVISOR / WORKER / SAFETY REP / WORKER REP?
(Please circle proper position at your time of Orientation)

I state that I have attended the safety orientation and have read and received a copy of and agree to work
in accordance with OHSA & Regs and Formstructures --------Site Specific Safety Plan while on this worksite I
also understand that these rules and procedures are not a definitive guide addressing every situation and
circumstances, there for it is my sole responsibility to ask for instructions and guidance if not sure how to
proceed safely.
I further state that I understand these rules and requirements and acknowledge that compliance with the
safety rules and regulations is a condition of employment. If I violate any of the safety rules or fail to report
an injury to my supervisor or the Project Superintendent intendent immediately, I understand that I am
subject to immediate removal from site, in accordance with company policy.
Employee Signature

Given by:

__________________________________________

_______________________________________
Form Structures Representative
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Formstructures Employees HSE Training Requirements
Formstructures Management is responsible to establish HSE Training for Employees to protect them from
all Hazards present on their worksites. The SSHSP will identify the required HSE Training based on the
Site-Specific Hazards & local OHS / WCB / WSIB Legislation
1. President / Project Managers / Project Administration Manager
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formstructures HSE Program Training
Due Diligence Awareness Training
WHMIS - When exposed to Controlled products.
Fall Protection - When exposed to Fall hazards.
Participate in required training for their position and exposed hazards.
Verify that identified training requirements are maintained.

2. Project Superintendent intendent
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Formstructures HSE Program Training
Due Diligence Awareness Training
Supervisor Training
WHMIS Training
First Aid
Fall Protection Training
Scaffolding Awareness
Specific HSE Training identified in the Project SSHSP.
Verify that all Worker HSE Training identified in the SSHSP are maintained and records are kept on file .

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create an HSE Training plan as part of the SSHSP to address the required HSE Training elements identified
in the Pre-Job Hazard Assessment
Formstructures HSE Program Training
Due Diligence Awareness Training
HSE / OHS Designation Training
WHMIS Training
First Aid
Fall Protection Training / Working from Heights
Scaffolding awareness
Specific HSE Training identified in the Project SSHSP.
Maintain training records or all employees / workers on site.

Note: Site Specific Health & Safety Plans will include specific requirements for mandatory HSE Training,
based on availability of specific hazards & local Provincial OHS Legislation requirements
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HSE Std.-3
COMMUNICATION
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline the Communication Systems that include the exchange of HSE
information on the Projects as well as within Formstructures.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures worksites / projects.
Responsibilities
1. President
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Programs
Review Monthly Project HSE Statistics Reports and provide comments as required to support the
implementation of the HSE Manual and SSHSP’s.
Act on all Hazardous work conditions or unsafe acts that they become aware of

2. Project Management
•
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Standards
Participate in scheduled / required HSE Meetings.
Review weekly Project HSE Implementation Report
Act on all Hazardous work conditions or unsafe acts that they become aware of

3. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify that all workers attend the Worker Orientation session
Verify that all prescribed H&S Reps / JHSC are in place as per Site Specific H&S Plan / SSHSP (Requirements
listed below)
Chair the Project Joint Health & Safety Committee / JHSC (where applicable)
With the assistance of the HSE Consultant deliver HSE Topics to trades based on trend analysis and sitespecific conditions
Include HSE in all trade contractors’ meetings.
Verify that all prescribed OHS / HSE Materials are posted on site for all workers to review.
Review the Weekly HSE Statistics Report with the Project HSE Professional for Trade Contractor
compliance and forward completed report to the Project Manager / Project Administration Manager.
Attend / participate in Weekly HSE Meeting for Formstructures Employees
Facilitate daily PSI meetings with Formstructures Employees prior to commencing work.
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4. Project H&S Consultant
•
•
•
•

Verify that all workers attend the worker orientation sessions.
Establish Project JHSC where applicable c/w meeting minutes & inspections.
Verify that each Trade Contractor on site maintains a H&S Rep for their own workers as required.
Maintain a central location HSE Bulletin Board which all workers have regular access to.
o

•
•
•

Deliver HSE Topics to trades based on trend analysis and site-specific conditions.
Verify that SDS’s are available for all workers to access for controlled products on site.
Complete Weekly Project HSE Statistics Report of the following.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
•
•
•

Post all prescribed HSE information including JHSC / H&S Reps / meeting minutes.

Trades
# of workers each trade
# of workers participating in orientation sessions by trade
Weekly HSE talks (Formstructures / Trades)
Weekly Super Inspections (Formstructures / Trades)
# of SWP’s submitted / on file by trade
Significant incidents
Training records on file (by trade)
Pre job Safety Instruction (PSI)/ Job Hazard Assessment (JHA) performed by each contractor.
Disciplinary action issued.
Provincial Occupational Health & Safety (OHS) Inspectors visit

Forward Weekly HSE Report to Project Superintendent intendent
Facilitate Weekly HSE Talk with company Employees.
Participate in Project JHSC meeting / inspection occurred (if applicable)
Support Project Superintendent intendent in delivering daily PSI’s to Formstructures Employees
Support trade contractors with OHS knowledge.

5. Project Administration Manager
•
•
•
•

Receive / review weekly / monthly Project HSE Statistical Reports from Project Superintendent. / Project
HSE Consultant.
Verify that weekly Project Statistical HSE Reports are received from all active projects.
Report all noted noncompliance to Project Superintenden.t
Develop monthly report of summarized weekly Project HSE Statistical reports to President.

6. Trade Contractors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify that all prescribed H&S Reps / JHSC are in place as per prescribed (OHS Requirements listed below)
Allow workers to participate in prescribed JHSC where applicable.
Follow their own company HSE Program for H&S Rep / JHSC requirements
Implement daily PSI to their workers prior to commencing each work task.
Establish weekly H&S Meetings / document / submit to Project Superintendent intendent
Post all prescribed / legislated OHS for their own workers.
Assume HSE Responsibility for all their Sub Contractors & Employers
Submit Weekly HSE Statistics to Project HSE Consultant / Super
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7. Employees / Workers
•
•
•
•
•

Attend Project Orientation session
Attend scheduled Weekly HSE Meetings
Participate in JHSC when applicable / required.
Participate in daily PSI sessions prior to commencing work.
Report all noted unsafe conditions to supervisor.

Canadian Employer OHS Duties Re: Health & Safety Rep / Joint Health & Safety Committee
>5 workers = H&S Rep.
>19 workers = JHSC
>90 days open site.
Local Provincial requirements for JHSC’s to be captured in the SSHSP including member training
requirements.
Communication Systems include.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Specific Health & Safety Plan (SSHSP)
Pre-job H&S orientations
Pre-Job Job Hazard Analysis
Weekly Tailgate talks
H&S Posting Requirements
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
Worksite Inspections
Weekly HSE Statistics Report
Workplace Violence/ Harassment Policy

Attachments
Weekly HSE Implementation Statistical Report: This report is provided as a Formstructures minimum
reporting Standard and can be modified to include additional HSE requirements as determined by local
provincial legislation and Formstructures Management.
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Weekly HSE Implementation Statistical Report

Sub Trades
Total

names

Workers Orientations
Total
Totals

Yes / no

Yes / no

Project:
Project HSE Consultant:
Project Manager:

Training
records on
file

Weekly
HSE
Meeting

SWP’s on
file

Incidents
Reported

Super’s
Weekly
inspection

SSHSP
Acknowledgment
on file)

Competent
Super
Declaration
on file

Yes / no

Yes / no

Yes / No

Yes / No

Yes / No

Yes / No

Yes / No

Date:
Project Superintendent:
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HSE Std.-4
HAZARD ID & CONTROL
Purpose
Hazard Assessment is the basis for the prevention of incidents in the workplace. The purpose of this
Standard is to create a process that facilitates, identification, assessment, monitoring, and controls
Hazards in the workplace.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites / Projects
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Programs
Verify that a SSHSP is created for all Projects which includes a Site-Specific Hazard Assessment

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the Pre-job hazard assessment and the creation of SSHSP.
Verify Subcontractor Safe Work Procedures (SWP) for upcoming work has been submitted.
Verify that SWP’s are in place for all Formstructures Employees work activities.
Participate in Pre-Job Safety Instruction (PSI) sessions with Formstructures Employees.
Verify that trade contractor SWP’s are implemented as submitted procedures indicate.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in Pre-job Hazard Assessment to establish SSHSP requirements.
Monitor SDS’s for upcoming hazardous controlled products.
Monitor project schedule for upcoming hazardous work.
Create Weekly HSE Meeting agenda relating to upcoming hazardous work activities & review of
applicable SWP’s with workers.
Review trade contractor submissions of SWP’s for content and control measures
Prepare / deliver JHA’s / SWP’s for Formstructures Employees

4. Trade Contractors
•
•
•
•
•

Attend Site Specific Orientation Session
Follow their own company HSE Program and SWP’s re: Hazard assessment / SWP’s.
Perform PSI before commencing work with work crew / foremen / document / sign / submit copies to
Project HSE Consultant daily
Report all unsafe conditions / hazards to the Project Superintendent intendent / HSE Consultant.
assume HSE Responsibility for their sub-contractors / Employers.
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5. Employees / Workers
•
•
•
•
•

Attend the Formstructures Worker Site orientation
Review / implement their company’s SWP’s before starting work at each task.
Perform PSI before commencing work with work crew / foremen / document / sign / submit copies to
Project HSE Consultant daily
Report all unsafe conditions / hazards to their supervisor.
All Workers have the Right to Refuse unsafe Work.

Hazard ID & Control Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Specific H&S Plan (SSHSP) Includes Hazard Assessment
Subcontractor Submissions of Safe Work Procedure (SWP)specific to their work
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
Pre-Job Safety Instruction (PSI)
Weekly HSE Meetings topic of upcoming work activities & SWP’s Required.
H&S Reps. / Project JHSC

Attachments
Job Safety Analysis Form: This form is provided as a Formstructures minimum standard and can be
modified to address individual Provincial Hazard Analysis / Pre-Job Safety Instruction requirements as
prescribed.
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JSA / JHA / PSI Forms

Company Name
Contractor
Site Location
Scope of work

Project
Supervisor in Charge
Start Date

Sub- Contractors?
PMO on site?

Job Steps

Hazards

Hazard
Ranking

Controls

Job Safety Analysis Form: This form is provided as a Formstructures minimum standard and can be modified to address
individual Provincial Hazard Analysis / Pre-Job Safety Instruction requirements as prescribed.

Instructions:
1- Prepared on site Daily with workers and direct supervisor.
2- Must be Approved company Site Supervisor and Worker Rep
3- Must be Reviewed by all worker involved in task.
4- Emergency plan must be considered in JSA.
5- Must be updated and reviewed if task changes throughout the shift.
6- Copy must be handed in to Safety Dept no later than 1 hour after shift begins.
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HSE Std.-5

Inspection Policy
Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to control losses of human and material resources by identifying and
correcting unsafe acts and conditions. Each SSHS Plan will address the inspections as per site and
Legislation.

Policy
This company will maintain a comprehensive program of safety inspections at all facilities and jobsites
with using the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Annually
Internal Audit Inspections

PSI /JHA /
Safety Meeting / Facility / Site yard
Equipment / Facility / Site yard
PPE / Equipment / Facility / Site yard

Responsibilities
The Project Manager is responsible for the overall operation of the program.
Superintendents are responsible for directing formal inspections on jobsites that they control and for
involving workers in such inspections.
Supervisors are responsible for conducting ongoing informal inspections of areas where their crews are
working.
Workers are responsible for participating in and contributing to the inspection program.

March 21st, 2020
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SAFETY INSPECTIONS / AUDITS
Purpose
The purpose of a safety inspection is to identify substandard conditions and hazards in the workplace
that can lead to an incident or injury.
Safety Audits
Audits are required to measure the effectiveness of a Company HSE Program and the level of
implementation.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction worksites / Projects.
Responsibilities
1. President
•
•

Perform a Formal Project HSE Inspection at a minimum of quarterly.
Verify that a Company HSE Audit occurs annually by 3rd party auditor using Provincial Workers
Compensation/WSIB / COR /S-COR Guidelines

2. Project Management
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Programs
Perform a Formal Monthly HSE Inspection of each of their Formstructures Worksites / Projects
Verify that an annual HSE Audit is performed on active projects by third party.

3. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform Dailey informal HSE Inspections and document in their daily logbook.
Perform Weekly documented (with checklist form) HSE Inspection.
Verify submission of Trade Contractor Supervisor Weekly HSE Inspections
Verify that noted infractions are addressed in a timely manner.
Address reoccurring infractions with trade contractor / document.
Participate in annual HSE Audit.

4. Project H&S Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform daily informal HSE Inspections of all areas of the project.
Perform Weekly HSE Formal documented Inspections.
Verify that all deficiencies noted on inspections are corrected.
Provide support/ knowledge to trade contractors to help correct deficiencies.
Monitor inspections and note project trends / address reoccurring trends.
Provide support / comment on legislative requirements for specific work.
Monitor trade contractors’ submittals of weekly formal HSE inspections for content.
Verify that all trade contractors have submitted SWP’s for their work and monitor implementation on
inspections.
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•
•
•
•

Monitor project for separation from building occupants / public.
Monitor all hoisting of equipment / materials for SWP’s.
Verify Lock out / Tag out procedures are utilized and documented.
Include Environmental as part of the Weekly HSE formal inspection.

5. Trade Contractors
•
•
•
•

Perform Dailey informal HSE Inspections of their work area & their Sub contractors work areas.
Perform Weekly documented HSE Inspection of their work area (submit to Project Superintendent
intendent weekly)
Take action to correct all noted deficiencies immediately.
Report all noted unsafe conditions to Project Superintendent intendent / Project HSE Consultant

6. Employees / Workers
•
•

Daily pre-task inspection of all tools and equipment
Report all noted unsafe conditions to their supervisor.

7. Provincial Ministry of Labor MOL / Occupational Health & Safety (OHS)
•
•

At their discretion
Formstructures Superintendent & Project HSE Consultant to participate in inspection.

Attachments
Weekly Formal inspection checklist: This checklist is provided as a Formstructures minimum standard and
can be modified to address individual Provincial inspection requirements as prescribed.
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Daily/Weekly Job Site Hazards Analysis
Location:

Date:

Supervisor:

Worker Safety Rep: ____________________

Inspection

Items to Review:



OK

 Need Action (list the specific hazard and mark in the chart below)

People

Equipment

❑ Unsafe Acts
❑ Unsafe Work Procedure
❑ Improper Tool Use
❑ Improper Equipment Use
❑ Not using PPE
❑ Not following Safety Rules
❑ Operator Authorization

❑ Ladders
❑ Scaffolds
❑ Power Tools
❑ Adequate Supply of PPE
❑ Fire Extinguisher
❑ First Aid Supplies
❑ Electrical

SEVERITY
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identified Hazard

❑ Housekeeping
❑ Controlled Products
❑ MSDS Sheets
❑ Storage / Stacking
❑ Rough Edges
❑ Heavy Material
❑ Safety Bulletin Board

Environment
❑ Noise
❑ Ventilation
❑ Lighting
❑ Temperature
❑ Ice / Snow
❑ Slip / Trip Hazards
❑ Sanitation

PROBABILITY

Immediate Danger (death, disaster)
Serious (major injury or damage)
Minor (non-serious injury or damage)
Negligible (first aid or less)
Not Applicable

Item #

Materials

Hazard
Ranking

A
B
C
D

Probable (immediately or soon)
Reasonably Probable (eventually)
Remote (could at some point)
Extremely Remote (not likely)

Control

Action By Completed

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Hazard identified should be ranked and controlled in priority. Inspection reports should be posted and
communicated to employees as soon as practicable, at minimum – during next toolbox talk.
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HSE Std.-6
PERSONNEL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (PPE)
Purpose
The purpose of a PPE Standard is required to address the mandatory required PPE and task /
environment specific required PPE. PPE is last line of defense from worksite hazards. Much preferred
engineered systems prevent the need for PPE however a standard is required.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites / Projects.
Formstructures Mandatory PPE includes Head and foot protection on all Formstructures Worksites.
Consideration for Eye / Hand / Face/ Hearing / Falls/ …. Hazards which require specific PPE is the
responsibility of the worker’s Supervisor to determine and provide.
Minimum Formstructures PPE standards include.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety Work boots must be CSA approved and be 6” boots, appropriate to the work.
Shirts must have a min. 4” sleeve.
100% Fall protection must be utilized when exposed to falls at and above 10’ or as prescribed by local
OHS requirements.
Employee-owned PPE must be approved by the Project Superintendent intendent / HSE Professional.
Defective / Damaged PPE must be immediately removed from use.
Training is required as well for specific PPE utilization (i.e.: Fall protection)

Note: Site Specific Health & Safety Plans will include specific requirements for mandatory PPE based
availability of specific hazards & local Provincial OHS Legislation requirements
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Programs
Verify that Formstructures has adequate PPE available for employee / worker protection.
Verify that HSE training is available for employees / workers.
Verify that Project SSHSP include PPE requirements.

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•

Verify / Monitor that all Formstructures employees / workers and Trade contractors utilize mandatory
PPE as well as Specific PPE required for their work tasks.
Verify Subcontractor Safe Work Procedures (SWP’s) for upcoming work has been submitted and includes
required specific PPE.
Address all note noncompliance with Formstructures Disciplinary Action
Maintain a supply of required PPE for Employees & visitors
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3. Project HSE Professional
•
•
•
•

Verify that the Project SSHSP includes mandatory PPE requirements for all work activities.
Monitor project for compliance.
Verify that adequate PPE is available for Formstructures Employees / visitors
Provide expertise to Trade Contractors on proper utilization of PPE.

4. Trade Contractors
•
•
•

Wear mandatory Head & Foot Protection at all times.
Utilize task specific PPE where required and as prescribed within the SSHSP.
Follow their own company HSE Program PPE requirements

5. Employees / Workers
•
•
•

Utilize mandatory PPE (Head / Foot) at all times when on site.
Review Their own company SWP’s for specific PPE Requirements.
If unsure utilize the “Right to Refuse “unsafe work until appropriate PPE is available
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HSE Std.-7
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN (ERP)
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline the Emergency Response Plan requirements.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites / Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Programs
Confirm that ERP is part of each Site-Specific Health & Safety Plan
Verify that adequate resources are available to respond to emergencies.
Establish Media Spokesperson for the project will be at the Presidents sole discretion upon immediate
notification of incident.

Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the creation of the project ERP.
Make all workers on site aware of ERP in orientation session.
Verify that adequate resources are available to implement ERP.
Verify that ERP Team members are identified as required.
Assume role of ERP Team Leader
Make sure that Air Horn is available/ Maintained to communicate Evacuation signal.
Control access to site with sign in process

2. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the creation of the project ERP.
Verify that the SSHSP’s ERP is in place and maintained to address project change.
Verify that ERP includes a site plot plan with identified ERP requirements.
Monitor ERP notification devices (air horns) are in place and functional.
Annually test the ERP for effectiveness / document
Report any noted deficiencies to Project Superintendent intendent

3. Trade Contractors
•
•
•

Be aware of ERP and follow Evacuation Directions when emergency signal occurs.
Establish ERP Team Leader
Perform a man count to confirm all employees / Sub Trade contractors are present and accounted for

4. Employees / Workers
•
•

Be aware of ERP and follow Evacuation Directions when emergency signal occurs.
Remain at muster station until told to move by Project Superintendent.
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Emergency Response Plans include.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site plot Plan
Emergency Contact List
Muster Station Location
ERP Team Leader
Designated team member roles and reporting structure.
Evacuation Signal Horn
Media Spokesperson will be at the Presidents sole discretion upon immediate notification of incident.

Crisis Management Reporting
• Summarized Evac procedure
• Evacuation signal = 2- 5 second blasts, repeated
• Proceed to designated muster station.
• Count employees and report to Formstructures Inc. Super
• Do not reenter until given approval from Project Superintendent.
Client Protocols
•

Client protocols must be included in the ERP which is part of the SSHSP=

Attachments.
•
•
•

Emergency Numbers: This form is provided as a Formstructures minimum standard and can be modified
to address Site location / specific requirements and Provincial Authorities as prescribed
Formstructures CoVID-19 Policy & Procedures
Key Message / Statement (see Appendix for full ERP Plan)
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Safety Team Members
Steve Wochnik

416-876-8372

Joel Swartz

416-931-0779

Clint Chornawka

204-797-4418

First Aider Team
EFA II
EFA II
EFA II
EFA II

Steve Wochnik
Clint Chornawka
______________
______________

416-876-8372
204-797-4418
204-________
204-________

Ambulance/ Police /Fire Department

911

Municipal Water Dept.

311

Manitoba Hydro Dept.:

1-888-474-0707

Centra Gas

1-800-465-3816

Manitoba Telephone System

611

Workplace Health and Safety

204-945-3446

Manitoba Conservation:

204-945-4888

Manitoba Poison Control Centre:

911

(emergency contact information)

Canutec:

1-888-226-8832
(no onsite response, advice only24 hr. Emergency Non-emergency
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HSE Std.-8
SECURITY
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline the Security Systems requirements.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites / Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Programs
Confirm that Security is part of each Site-Specific Health & Safety Plan

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•

Make all trade Workers / Supervisors aware of Security requirements in the worker orientation session.
Establish a Sign in / out procedure for all key activated equipment and main electrical rooms.
Establish a project visitor sign in/ out log.
Establish project separation from building occupants / public.
Record / document all thefts / trespass incidents / public infractions and establish control measure to
prevent reoccurrence.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•

Include Security requirements in project worker orientations.
Monitor Project visitor sign in log.
Investigate all noted security incidents and establish control measures to address with the support of the
Project Superintendent.
Monitor the project for security issues during inspections.
Verify that work hours are established, and that Formstructures Supervision is present when workers are
present.

4. Trade Contractors
•
•
•
•

Follow all SSHSP Security requirements
Utilize Lockable Toolboxes to limit access.
Remove keys from all key activated equipment when not in use.
Only access Projects during approved work hours
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Site security prevents loss caused by thefts and reduces the public security incidents in the workplace,
key elements.
Signage
•
•
•
•
•
•

PPE Required (Hard Hat / Footwear, both CSA approved)
Visitors (report to Formstructures Super.)
Hazard warning, Danger Due to ;( Overhead wires / Live electrical/ Fall Protection required/…)
No Trespassing
No smoking
Emergency contact phone numbers (list attached)

Receiving Area
•

Location (see plot plan)

Tool Equipment control
•

Recommend lock boxes.

Key Control
•
•
•

For all key started equipment
Formstructures Site Office location for keys
Sign out procedure at Formstructures site office.

Fencing / Hoarding / Gates
•

Required to limit access and to protect the public

Work hours
•

Establish hours of operation.
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HSE Std.-9
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
Purpose
The purpose of this standard is to provide a system to manage Environmental issues on Construction
Projects which meets Federal & Provincial legislation.
Scope
This standard applies to all Formstructures Construction worksites / projects.
Responsibility
1. Project Management
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review Contract for all possible Environmental concerns (including mold)
Review Owners’ Designated Substance Report and be aware of the presence of all designate Substances
found on the project.
Verify that all hazardous substances noted on the Designated Substance Report are included in the trade
contractors’ contracts.
Verify that Provincial / Federal Environmental Legislated Jurisdictional Requirements are addressed.
Verify that all required Provincial / Federal Environmental Permits & Licenses are in place.
Perform pre-job on site Environmental Hazard Assessment of project footprint and adjacent properties
(including mold)

2. Project Superintendent intendent
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a project list of all environmentally sensitive products / controlled products.
Verify that the safe storage / handling of controlled products procedures been completed.
Verify that all prescribed Provincial / Federal Environmental Permits & Licenses are on file.
Maintain all Manifests / bill of lading for hazardous products shipped.
Maintain Waste inventories as per local Provincial / Federal Environmental Waste Legislation
Determine a list of reportable requirements and what is not reportable to Provincial authorities related
to project list of hazardous products.
Verify that adequate Spill response kits are available.
Assume the role of Project Environmental Designate.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish adequate spill kits based on list of confirmed hazardous materials / chemicals list.
Establish safe storage / handling of products (emergency response equipment & PPE)
Maintain SDS’s for all Controlled Products.
Maintain Waste inventories as per local Provincial / Federal Environmental Legislation
Maintain Manifests / bill of lading for all hazardous materials coming on site & leaving.
Review all Environmental Consultant Reports for designated substances (post)
Verify that local Provincial / Federal Environmental Legislated Jurisdictional Requirements are all
reviewed and processes in place to comply.
Verify that a Project Environmental Designate is designated
Maintain a Chemical Inventory for the project
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•
•
•
•
•

Create a Project Spill response plan complete with names of resource / support companies if required.
Determine what Environmental incidents are required to be Reported to authorities based on the Project
list of hazardous products.
Report all Environmental concerns / noncompliance issues to Project Superintendent intendent
Follow up on all environmental issues to verify that control measures are implemented, and the issues
are resolved.
Include Environmental issues in project inspections.

4. Trade Contractors
•
•
•
•
•

Submit copies of all WHMIS 2015 / GHS Controlled Products to Project Superintendent intendent
Control all spills immediately and start cleaning up to limit spread of chemical.
Report all spills to Project Superintendent intendent asap.
Maintain spill kits for their own hazardous products.
Train their workers for Environmental Response Plan.

HSE Std.-10
TRADE CONTRACTOR HSE PROGRAM
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline Trade Contractor HSE Program requirements and participation.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Projects & worksites.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policy & Program
Confirm that a Trade Contractor HSE Evaluation has been completed (Pre-Qualify) for selected
Contractors (requirements below)

2. Project Superintendent visor
•

Verify that each trade contractor submits a copy of the following (as per contract) .
o
o
o
o
o
o

•
•
•

HSE Manual and Policy Statement and maintains a copy on site.
Declaration of Competent Super
All SDS’s for controlled products
Training records for all employees on site
SWP’s for their work activities
SSHSP Acknowledgement form

Establish a Pre job Meeting with all successful trade contractors to review the SSHSP and expectations.
Implement the SSHSP & Monitor compliance
Enforce compliance when required with documented process.
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3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•

Verify that trade contractors HSE submittals are on file / reviewed / commented on / accepted.
Attend Pre-job meeting to support Project Superintendent intendent with HSE information / Hazard
Assessment.
Monitor trades for compliance with their own SWP’s / HSE Manual requirements as well as Project SSHSP
and provincial legislated OHS Construction regulations

4. Trade Contractors
• As per Legislation one worker must be selected for Site Safety Worker representative.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain current copies of their own HSE Policy Statements / H&S Manuals / SWP’s on site
Comply with all local Provincial Legislated OHS prescribed duties and regulations.
Maintain competent Supervisors on the project for their workers.
Maintain functional First Aid Boxes as prescribed by local Provincial requirements for their own workers.
Maintain an adequate supply of PPE for their workers.
Maintain fire control (extinguishers) at work areas.
Follow all SSHSP requirements.
Implement their own SWP’s for task specific work.
Monitor their own workers for compliance and implement Disciplinary action to prevent reoccurrence.
Notify Project Superintendent intendent of all significant incidents asap. Investigate and submit report to
Project Superintendent.
Participate in Project H&S Committees as prescribed by local OHS Regulations.
Assume HSE Responsibility for all their sub-contractors and employers.
Submit weekly HSE Statistics to Project Superintendent.

Trade Contractor HSE Pre-Qualification Process
A request is sent to each potential Trade Contractor bidding on work requesting the following for
review & comment.
•
•

Company HSE Policy & Program
Copy of most recent WSIB / WCB Clearance letter

Note: Only companies with the above HSE Policies & Programs and Current Registration with WSIB /
WCB will be considered.
Trade Contractors HSE Submittals include
Pre-job
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HSE Program / Policy Statement
Workplace Safety Insurance Board (WSIB) / Workplace Compensation Board (WCB) Clearance letter
(annual)
Site Specific H&S Program (SSHSP) Acknowledgement
Safe Work Procedures for the tasks to be performed.
Worker H&S Training Records
SDS’s
Competent Supervisor Declaration
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Declaration of Competent Supervisor
Project / Worksite Location.
(Company)
has since (date)
had in place a H&S Policy and maintains
a program to implement the written Policy. A copy of the Policy and Program is available for
inspection upon request.
(Company)
will employ for this project a supervisor or supervisors who are
competent and specifically the following persons who.
a) are qualified because of knowledge, training and experience to organize the project work and its
performance.
b) are familiar with the Act and Regs. For Construction that apply to the work and
c) have knowledge of any potential or actual danger to health & safety of workers.

(Company)
Supervisor (s);

will employ for the purpose of this project the following competent

1.
2.
3.

,
,
,

No Supervisors other than those named above shall work on this project in a supervising capacity.
Company Official

, (title)

,

Phone #.
Company Head Office Location:
Date:
Please return this completed form to Formstructures Project Superintendent
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HSE Std.-11
PREVENTATIVE MAINENANCE (EQUIPMENT / TOOLS)
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline Formstructures Construction’s Preventative Maintenance
Program requirements.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction worksites & Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company H&S Policy & Program
Confirm that all Employees are performing preventative maintenance on all Equipment and tools as
prescribed by manufactures.

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•

Establish an inventory of all equipment/ tools requiring regular servicing and maintenance.
Establish a key sign out process for all Formstructures Key activated equipment.
Verify that all equipment & Tools are maintained as per manufacturer’s instructions.
Verify that all operators of Equipment / tools are in possession of up-to-date training / certification
where required.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•

Monitor list of equipment / tools requiring servicing and verify records are available.
Inspect equipment for operator licensing / daily checks / service records where applicable during daily
inspections.
Provide support to trade contractors on how to achieve compliance.

4. Trade Contractors
• Verify that all equipment & Tools are maintained as per manufacturer’s instructions.
• Monitor their sub-contractors / employers’ equipment & tools.
•

Inspections
o
o

•

Manufactures’ Specs.
o
o

•

Daily
Maintenance records, annually
Owner’s manual present
H&S requirements specified for operators.

Training
o

Certificates must be available with the operator / worker.
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HSE Std.-12
INCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline The Incident Investigation Process requirements.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites & Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company H&S Policy & Program
Confirm that all serious incidents are investigated and followed up on to determine cause and action to
be taken to prevent future occurrences.

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•

Verify that all reported incidents / near misses are investigated and documented on Incident
Investigation Report
Verify that corrective action has been taken to reduce likely hood of reoccurrence.
Notify Formstructures Management of all serious incidents.
Notify Provincial Ministry of Labor / OHS of occurrence of all required significant incidents / document as
prescribed.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review all submitted Incident Investigation Reports for completeness / follow up / corrective action.
Communicate Near miss reporting to all workers / follow up on all reported Near misses.
Perform incident investigations of all significant incidents and document / follow up.
Notify Project Superintendent intendent of findings and follow up.
Maintain Project Trend Analysis of ongoing incidents to identify possible trends.
Include incident investigations in Project JHSC Agenda

4. Trade Contractors
• Report all incidents / Near Misses to their own Supervisor.
• Investigate all incidents involving their employees & Sub Contractors and document
• Report all incidents to Formstructures Project Superintendent.
All incidents deemed serious must be investigated / documented. Key elements include, but not limited to:
• Supervisor of the injured worker performs investigation.
• Securing scene for MOL/ OHS investigation
• Photos
• Investigation Report attached
• Reporting to Project Superintendent intendent (documented)
• Project Superintendent intendent reporting to PM / President.

Attachments
•
•

Incident Investigation form
Incident report form

These forms are provided as a Formstructures minimum standards and can be modified to address
individual Provincial OHS Incident reporting requirements as prescribed
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1.

SUPERVISORS INJURY INVESTIGATION REPORT
INFORMATION REGARDING INJURED WORKER
First Name* Last Name*
Middle Initial
Unit Number*

Street
Number*

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Country*

Phone Number*

Employee Number:

Postal Code*
□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home
Years of Experience:

Project Number:

Occupation:
Birth date of Injured Worker
(MM/DD/YYYY):
INFORMATION REGARDING EMPLOYER OF INJURED WORKER
First Name*
Unit Number*

Last Name*
Street
Number*

City/Town*

Middle Initial

Street Name*
Province/State*

Phone Number*

□ Work

□ Cell

Postal Code*
□ Home

INFORMATION REGARDING CONSTRUCTOR OR CONTRACTOR
First Name*
Unit Number*

Last Name*
Street
Number*

City/Town*

Middle Initial

Street Name*
Province/State*

Postal Code*

Phone Number*

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home

Fax:

INFORMATION ABOUT THE INCIDENT
Address of Injury/Jobsite
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Unit Street
Number*

Number*

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Date of Accident*

Time of Accident*

Date Accident
reported to
supervisor:

Time Accident
reported to
supervisor:

Person in authority at this location
First Name* Last Name* Phone

Number*

Supervisor on site whom this accident was reported
First Name*
Last Name*

Phone Number*

Conditions of accident location: (weather, housekeeping, lighting, etc.)

Indicate Area of Injury Below

Use this area to sketch site location and area of accident
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Nature of the Injury: (Describe injuries – e.g. cuts, lacerations, bruises, worker claims to have
experienced pain etc) (Provide any supporting documentation/pictures etc.)
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Describe the Accident:
Detail all equipment, objects, condition of tools events, and circumstances that lead to the accident.
Indicate property damage, size and weight of equipment or material involved, person in most control
of object, equipment, or substance. Indicate position of witnesses. Obtain measurements and
measure distances. (Attach any documentation/ reports available).
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
LOST TIME INJURY INFORMATION ONLY
Duration worker will be off work:
Date last worked:
Normal working hours in week (include OT if regular work
includes standard OT hours):

Hour last worked:
Normal working hours on date of
accident:

Start time of shift:
Finish time of shift:
Was anyone else directly involved in the accident (third parties)? Y _____ N _____ If yes,
detail actions; give addresses and phone numbers.
IMPORTANT: Remember to get their written account (statement) of the accident!
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MEDICAL REGARDING WORKER

1. Was a treatment memorandum form issued to the injured
worker?

2. Did the worker sign it?
HOSPITAL
Seen by:
□ Physician
Physician/Surgeon/Doctor - Information
First Name*
Hospital/Medical Clinic
Unit Number*

Street Number*

□ Surgeon

□ Yes
□ No
□ Yes
□ No

□ Doctor

Last Name*

Middle Initial

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home

Fax:
Is this a family physician/surgeon/doctor?
□ Yes
□ No
Did anyone accompany the worker to medical
If yes, full name/last name of escort:
treatment?
Phone number:
□ Yes
□ No
If no, why not?
___________________________________________________________________________________ Did you
contact the physician to confirm modified duties clearance? □ Yes / □ No
Is there any further information that you are aware of, which would assist in the investigation of this accident?
Please include written statements of witnesses, co-workers’ foremen, etc. and ensure that accompanying
statements are signed and dated
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
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MINISTRY OF LABOUR (MOL) or Workplace Safety and Health or WCB Manitoba
Is this a reportable incident to
□ Yes
If yes.
the Ministry of Labour?
Date reported:
□ No
_______________________________ Time
reported:
_______________________________
MOL Representative – to who took the call
First Name
Last Name
List the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) or devices the worker(s) used at time of incident.
1. 2.
3.
4.
What PPE should have been used for the workers health and safety?
1.
2.
3.
4.
What protective measures have been taken to prevent reoccurrence?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
DISABILITY CLAIMS
Has the employee had a similar
□ Yes
If yes, when?
disability previously?
□ No
Did the employee collect
□ Yes
compensation?
□ No
Information regarding employer at time of previous disability
First Name*
Unit Number*
Number*
City/Town*
Country*

Last Name*
Street

Middle Inital

Name*
Province/State*

Postal Code*

Phone Number*

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home

Fax:
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Was there any serious or willful misconduct □ Yes
involved?
□ No

If yes, what was it?
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Was there a neglect of company safety
rules, or neglect in reporting the accident
immediately?

□ Yes
□ No

If yes, what was it?
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Are you aware of any underlying health
conditions which could aggravate the
duration of the disability of could have
contributed to the accident?

□ Yes
□ No

If yes, what was it?
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Do you feel any need for any further
investigation of this claim?

□ Yes
□ No

If yes or no, give detail for the reason.
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Was the investigation of this claim
conducted immediately?
□ Yes
□ No

If no, explain why.
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

Ifyes,
Time conducted:
_________________(AM/PM)
Date conducted (MM/DD/YYYY)
__________________________________
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Information regarding person who conducted the investigation
First Name*
Unit Number*

Last Name*
Street
Number*

Middle Initial

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home

Fax:

Information regarding injured employee’s foreman/supervisor
First Name*
Unit Number*

Last Name*
Street
Number*

Middle Initial

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

□ Work
□ Cell □
Home

Fax:

Information regarding injured employee’s general contractor site supervisor – if applicable
First Name*
Last Name*
Middle Initial
Unit Number*

Street
Number*

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home

Fax:
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Was this report completed with the injured
employee present?

□ Yes
□ No

If no, explain why.
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

SIGNATURE(S)
Supervisor full name (print):

Supervisor signature:

Foreman full name (print):

Foreman signature:

Employee full name (print):

Employee signature:

Consultant full name (print) – if applicable

Consultant signature – if applicable:

Date (MM/DD/YYYY):

Is there any other supporting
documentation to this report

□ Yes
□ No

If yes, please indicate total number of pages
attached to this report:
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2.

VOLUNTARY WITNESS STATEMENTS

WITNESS STATEMENT 1
First Name*
Unit Number*

Last Name*
Street
Number*

Middle Initial

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

Position:

Voluntary witness statement
attached?

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home
□ Yes
□ No

Last Name*

Middle Initial

WITNESS STATEMENT 2
First Name*
Unit Number*

Street
Number*

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

Position:

Voluntary witness statement
attached?

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home
□ Yes
□ No

Last Name*

Middle Initial

WITNESS STATEMENT 3
First Name*
Unit Number*

Street
Number*

Street Name*

City/Town*

Province/State*

Postal Code*

Country*

Phone Number*

Position:

Voluntary witness statement
attached?

□ Work
□ Cell
□ Home
□ Yes
□ No
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WITNESS STATEMENT 1

Witness to this statement (full name):

Witness to this statement (signature):

WITNESS STATEMENT 2
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Witness to this statement (full name):

Witness to this statement (signature):
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HSE Std.-13
INJURY MANAGEMENT
Purpose
The Purpose of the Injury Management Standard is to emphasize a proactive approach to managing
injuries.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites & Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policy & Program
Confirm that all serious incidents are investigated and followed up on
Confirm that a Modified Work Program is available to all injured employee’s incapable of performing
their regular work duties.

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•

Investigate all reported incidents and document on Incident Investigation Report
Follow up with the employee’s doctor’s Report and worker limitations.
Assign work within the employees’ capability until recovered from injury.
Monitor Workers condition / recovery and document weekly status.
When doctor allows worker to return to full duties, monitor worker condition daily.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish return to work programs for injured Formstructures Employees.
Monitor return to work programs.
Assist in the identification of suitable modified work, alternative, that do not jeopardize the wellbeing of
the injured worker.
Be the initial liaison with medical practitioners for rehabilitation or return to work.
Maintain records of all modified work programs.
Monitor Sub trades and their sub trades workers injuries and follow up.

4. Workers
•
•
•

Report all injuries to their Supervisor immediately.
Embrace their Company’s Modified Work Program and participate
Maintain communication with Project Superintendent weekly when on Modified Work.
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HSE Std.-14
SITE SPECIFIC HEALTH & SAFETY PLAN (SSHSP)
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline Formstructures minimum Site-Specific Safety Plan (SSHSP)
requirements. The SSHSP establishes a consistent approach to managing safety for all workers on site.
The SSHSP becomes part of the Contract agreement between Formstructures & Trade Contractors. The
Scope of Work, Section #2 addresses safety requirements including the SSHSP requirements (HSE Std.-15)
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Projects & worksites
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•
•

Enforce the company H&S Policies & Programs
Confirm that a Site-Specific Health & Safety Plan is created for all projects.
Make sure that each Trade Contractor submits the SSHSP Acknowledgement form

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the Pre-Job Project Specific Hazard Assessment process to determine presence of potential
hazards.
Participate in the creation / finalization of the SSHSP based on the Hazard Assessment.
Make all trade contractors Supervisors on site are aware of SSHSP requirements and have them sign the
SSHSP Acknowledgement.
Make sure that each worker on site is made aware of the SSHSP requirements in orientation.
Implement the SSHSP & Monitor compliance
Revise SSHSP when required.
Enforce compliance where required.
Verify that a Personal hearing conservation program is implemented where required.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the Pre-Job Hazard Assessment
Provide expertise and support on legislative requirements for SSHSP elements for local OHS / WCB /
WSIB legislation
Create / Maintain SSHSP Plot Plan
Provide final review of the Project SSHSP, verifying that the Formstructures H&S Manual Requirements /
legislated requirements are included and addressed specific to this project.
As the Project proceeds provide comments to Project Superintendent intendent to revise SSHSP to
address changing site conditions if required
Maintain current copies of the SSHSP on site for workers.
Verify that trade contractors have submitted SSHSP Acknowledgements.
Review Hearing Conservation requirements and implement were prescribed Provincially.
Provide Support in the implementation of the SSHSP.
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4. Trade Contractors
•
•

Follow all Site-Specific Health & Safety Plan requirements.
Trade super receives a copy of the SSHSP and signs acknowledgement on site.

SSHSP Acknowledgement
•
•

Sub-Trade acknowledgement / Signoff for Site Safety Plan
Sub Trade on-site Supervisor Submits SSHSP Acknowledgement to Formstructures Project
Superintendent visor to verify receipt / awareness.

Formstructures
Site Specific Health & Safety Plan (SSHSP)
Content Guideline Summary

The following SSHSP Guideline’s purpose is to provide a standard template for all Formstructures Projects
which supports the Formstructures HSE Manual Standards. Please utilize the following layout / content as a
minimum standard to support a consistent implementation in the creation of SSHSPs.
Site Specific Conditions and / or Project Activities may require additional information to ensure the safety
of workers, please add as required, revisions may be required as the project progresses.
Project Overview
•
•

Brief description of project (Site Specific / Location/ duration)
Construction “Prime Contractor / Constructor / General “Role

Policies (Company’s)
•
•
•

Company HSE Policy
Harassment – Violence Policy
Environmental Policy

Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

HSE Orientation / Training
•

•

H&S Std.-2

Project specific worker orientation
Worker Training Requirements (Site Specific / Mandatory)

HSE Communication
•
•
•
•
•
•

H&S Std.- 1

Company’s (PM/Super/ HSE Consultant / Workers)
Trade Contractors (Super / Workers)
Visitors
Enforcement of rules

H&S Std.-3

Daily PSI (Pre-Job Instruction)
Weekly Safety Meetings
Project H&S Rep
Project JHSC
Posting requirements
Job Hazard Analysis
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Hazard ID & Control
•
•
•
•
•

Project Specific Hazard Assessment Prior to commencing
Task Specific Hazard ID & Control
WHMIS / MSDS
SWP’s
PSI’s

Inspections (frequency / documented)
•
•
•
•
•

H&S Std.-4

H&S Std.-5

Project Superintendent intendent / PM
Trade Contractor Super
H&S Reps (Company’s / Sub Trades)
JHSC
Provincial Safety Inspectors

PPE

H&S Std.-6
•
•
•

Mandatory PPE = (foot / head)
Task Specific = Fall / Eyes / Hearing / Hands / site specific….
Training

Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fires / Medical Aid / Spills / Site specific
Contact List Company’s Management / Super / Government agencies (fire / medical / hospital
Site Plot Plan (see below requirements)
Controlled Product storage (Compressed Gas / Flammable)
Formstructures Project First Aider
Trade Contractor First Aid

Security
•
•
•
•

H&S Std.-8
Signage (PPE / Visitors report to / Hazard warning / No Trespassing / Emergency contact
Receiving Area
Key Control
Site Access (fencing / gates)

Environmental
•
•

H&S Std.-9

Spill Response Plan
Reporting
o
o

Provincial
Company’s

Trade Contractor HSE Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H&S Std.-7

H&S Std.-10

Competent Super
Incident Reporting Investigation
Inspections
Weekly Tailgates
Controlled products
Safe Work Procedures
H&S Submittals
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•
•

PSI Program
Working Alone SWP

Preventive Maintenance
•
•
•

Inspections
Maintenance
Manufactures’ Specs.

Incident Investigation (Company’s)
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Access location
Traffic Plan
Fire Equipment
Compressed Gas / Flammables
Parking
First Aid
Eye Wash
SDS’s
Emergency Muster Point
Washroom
Temp Power
Garbage Bin
Overhead Wires
Material Lay Down Area

•

Posting location (bulletin board)

Hot Work

H&S Std.14

H&S Std.-16

Definition, what is classified as HW.
Hot Work Permit Process
Client Facility Protocol

SWP’s (request for trades)
•
•
•
•

H&S Std.13

Modified work
Reporting

Site Plot Plan

•
•
•

H&S Std.12

Incident investigation process
Securing scene
Reporting

Injury Management (Company’s)
•
•

H&S Std.11

H&S Std. 17

Trade submissions
Site Specific
Include hazard assessment / control measures.
Monitor implementation.

SSP Acknowledgement
•

Signoff
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Site Specific Health & Safety Plot Plan
Content Guideline Summary
SSHSP Site Plot Plan Guideline includes
Project Access location
•

Number each access way (doors)
o

Signage required (PPE / No trespassing/ Visitors report to AFM Super)

Traffic Plan
•
•
•
•

Deliveries
Signal Person required to reverse i.e., onto street/ (PPE Required = safety vest/ Stop sign)
Overhead wires hazard.
Moving of equipment.

Fire Equipment
•
•
•

Construction type 40 ABC extinguishers.

Closest fire hydrant / exposed.
Siamese Connection identification.

Compressed Gas / Flammables
•
•
•
•

Storage area.
Separated.
Fire extinguisher location.
Signage / SDS’s / SDS’s.

Parking
•
•

Location.
Access.

First Aid
•
•

Located at Formstructures Project Office.
Each Sub Trade is responsible to maintain their own First Aid Kit.

Eye Wash Stations
•

Locations of eyewash stations.

Controlled Products (SDS’s)
•
•

Formstructures Supervisor maintains SDS copies at Formstructures Site Office
Sub trades are required to submit SDS copies of all controlled products to Project Superintendent
intendent and maintain copies for their workers.

Emergency Muster Point
•

Designated emergency meeting location.
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Washrooms
•

Locations.

Material Lay Down Area
•

Designated areas for materials.

Emergency Response Plan
•

Evacuation routes identified.

Garbage / recycling
•

Locations.

Temp Power locations
•

Designated temp power locations.

Safety Bulletin Board
•

Designated location.

HSE Std.-15
PROCUREMENT
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline the inclusion of Purchasing / Contracting into the
Formstructures HSE Program.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Projects and worksites.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policies & Program
Verify that all Trade Contractors contracts include HSE Scope of Work (#2) standard clauses (attached)
Include the Project SSHSP in all Trade Contractor contracts for review & approval by the trades.
Verify that all SSHSP acknowledgment forms are received from Trade Contractors.
Verify that all Trade contractors’ contracts include Designated Substance Reports to inform them of the
presence of hazardous substances as prescribed.
Verify that all requested submittals are received from trade contractors.
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2. Project Superintendent intendent
•
•
•
•

At pre-job meeting with trade contractors verify that the project SSHSP is reviewed and acknowledgment
form is received from the Trade contractors site supervisor
Verify that the Projects Designated Substance Report is posted on site.
Verify that all the Trade Contractors requested HSE Submittals are received / commented on / filed.
Verify that all required SDS’s are received for Controlled WHMIS Products

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the Project Pre-job meeting with trade contractors to review SSHSP and the reporting of
HSE requirements are addressed.
Maintain all HSE Submittals and file
Maintain all Project specific SDS’s for controlled products.
Provide all consultant reports re; testing to the project JHSC & Super.
Verify that all supplied PPE meets local OHS / WCB / WSIB legislative requirements.

Attachments.
Formstructures Contract Scope of Work (safety) Section #2
CONTRACT SCOPE OF WORK
2.0

Safety

2.1 Provide a Safety Policy and Procedures Manual. This manual to be submitted to Construction Manager and site
upon acceptance of contract. No work to proceed until submitted. This Safety Policy & Procedures Manual in
conjunction with the Owner’s Site-Specific Health & Safety Plan (SSHSP), must be adhered to at all times. Should
the trade’s work schedule be longer than a year in duration, the trade shall resubmit an updated copy of the
safety policy and Manual to the Owner on the twelfth month following commencement of their activities on site.
2.2 All Trades are responsible for the safety of their employees and all their sub trades and must ensure that proper
safety equipment and Safe Work Procedures (SWP) as prescribed by local Provincial OHS Acts & Regulations are
always available and utilized. Copies of SWP’s for their work activities must be submitted to the Project
Superintendent intendent prior to commencing work.
2.3 Weekly HSE Meetings regarding safe work procedures will be held on site for all workers. They will be organized /
facilitated by the Project HSE Professional. Minutes of meeting to be submitted to Project Superintendent intendent
weekly.
2.4 The Site-Specific Safety Plan (SSHSP)is attached as part of this contract (Attachment # 7) and must be reviewed
and the acknowledgement form returned to the Construction Manager prior to commencing work. Additional copy
to be submitted by the Trade Competent Site Super on site to Project Superintendent.
2.5 Carry out work in full compliance with all applicable sections of the local Provincial Occupational Health and
Safety Act and regulations / OHS, as well as to the direction of the Project Superintendent intendent representing
the Construction Manager on site, and all regulations pertaining thereto. Act immediately on instructions from the
site superintendent regarding any non-compliance with safety standards.
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2.6 WHMIS Safety Data Sheets for all Controlled Hazardous Products are to be submitted to the Project
Superintendent intendent for review prior to the product arriving on the project and be readily available to the
work crew at all times.
2.7 All trades are responsible to submit copies of their workers HSE training records to the Project Superintendent
intendent prior to arriving on site.
2.8 All trades are required to submit copies of Declaration of Competent Super(s) to Project Superintendent
intendent prior to commencing work for all acting supervisors (included in SSHSP)
2.9 All trades are required to maintain good housekeeping within their work areas daily. Failure to maintain good
housekeeping may result in clean up charges.
2.10 Carry all costs associated with compliance of the Occupational Health & Safety Act, Trades Safe Work Procedures,
and the line, including provision of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and trade specific items.
2.11 All Trades are required to submit copies of their latest Provincial WCB / WSIB annual letter of good standing to
Construction Manager prior to commencing work.

Appendix
Trade Contractor HSE Submittals Summary.
Prior to commencing.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provincial WCB / WSIB Confirmation
Copies of WHMIS, SDS’s
Copies of Safe Work Procedures
Declaration of Competent Site Supervisor (included in SSHSP)
Workers HSE Training records
SSHSP Acknowledgment Contract & On site (included in SSHSP)

During Construction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly HSE Meeting minutes
Daily Pre-Job Safety Instruction (PSI)
Weekly Supervisor HSE Inspection
Copies of Safe Work Procedures (revisions)
Copies of Incident Investigations
Copies of all Provincial Ministry of Labor / OHS Inspections
A weekly HSE statistical report documenting safety performance.
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HSE Std.-16
HOT WORK
Purpose
The purpose of this Standard is to outline the Hot Work Permit System requirements.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Projects and Worksites.
Hot Work is defined as any work involving welding, torching or similar operation that is capable of
initiating fires or explosions. Work determined as Hot Work require a Hot Work Permit which must be
completed and forwarded to Formstructures Super. (Permit attached)
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policy & Program
Confirm that Hot Work Permit System is part of each Site-Specific Safety Plan

2. Project Superintendent visor
•
•
•

Make all trade contractors Supervisors / workers aware of Hot Work Permit System in orientation
session.
Provide Hot Work Permits to trades when required and monitor application.
Provide disciplinary action if noncompliance is noted.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•
•
•

Provide Hot Work Permits to trades when required.
Monitor Hot Work in progress to verify that control measures are in place.
Notify Project Superintendent intendent of all noncompliance issues noted / document.t
Maintain Permits in Trade contractor files.
Include all Hot Work activities in project inspections.

4. Trade Contractors
•
•
•
•

Utilize Hot Work Permit for all open flame or heat generating activities which could result in fire for their
employees & Sub Contractors / Employers
Maintain a copy of the HW Permit at the Hot Work Activity location
Submit Permit copy to Project Superintendent intendent
Verify that a fire watch occurs after the Hot Work activity is completed as prescribed.
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Attached.
• Hot Work Permit: This Hot Work Permit is provided as the Formstructures minimum standard for Hot
Work activities. It can be modified to address local site conditions and Formstructures Management and
Client requirements as required.

Hot Work Permit
This Hot Work Permit is required for any temporary operation involving open flames or producing heat or
sparks. This includes but is not limited to, Brazing, grinding, soldering, torch work, and welding.
Instructions
1. Verify precautions listed below or do not proceed.
2. Complete this permit and issue to person performing the work (maintain a copy at the work location)
3. Retain this copy in the project file.

Date
•
•
•
•

Duration (hrs.)

Start Time

Location of Work
Purpose of Work
Person performing Work
Name of fire Watch Person (only from sub-trade)

Stop Time

.

.
.
.

Pre-Job Checklist
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are fire extinguishers available and in good repair
Is Hot Work Equipment in good condition
Have all flammable materials been removed / isolated
Have explosive atmospheres been eliminated
Have access ways above / below been barricaded
Have all combustible materials been wetted down and protected
Is A Fire Watch Person assigned to monitor for 60 minutes following

Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No
Yes / No

I verify the above location has been examined and the precautions above have been addressed to
minimize the possibility of fire.
Supervisors Name

Signature

Please return this completed form to Formstructures, Project Superintendent
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HSE Std.-17
FORMSTRUCTURES SUMMARIZED
CONSTRUCTION SAFETY WORK PROCEDURES (SWP) GUIDELINES
Purpose
The Purpose of the Summarized SWP’s Standard Guideline is to provide support to Project
Superintendent vision / Project HSE Consultant in reviewing trade contractors submitted SWP’s for
minimum requirements.
SWP’s for Formstructures Employees work tasks must be created individually by the Project HSE
Consultant / Project Superintendent intendent after performing a Hazard Assessment of the work and
work conditions.
Scope
This Standard applies to all Formstructures Construction Worksites & Projects.
Responsibilities
1. Project Management
•
•
•

Enforce the company HSE Policy & Program
Confirm that all trade contractors have submitted SWP’s for their work activities and have been received
/reviewed /and commented on by the Project Superintendent intendent & Project HSE Consultant and filed
Confirm that Site Specific SWP’s are created for Formstructures Employees as required, monitor
implementation and filed.

2. Project Superintendent visor
•

With support from HSE Consultant, review Trade Contractor submitted SWP’s and provide comments
when required to verify that.
a.
b.

•
•

SWP’s meet local OHS/WCB /WSIB Construction Safety Legislation and Formstructures HSE Policies & Manual
Completeness and specific to the project.

Verify that SWP’s are maintained on project file.
Verify that Site Specific SWP’s are available for all Formstructures Employees work activities.

3. Project HSE Consultant
•
•
•

Perform Hazard Assessments and create SWP’s for all Formstructures Employee upcoming work activities.
Review all trade contractor submitted SWP’s, if not received, follow up
Maintain trade contractor files to verify that all required SWP’s are received / reviewed and approved for
o
o

•
•
•

Meeting local OHS / WCB/WSIB Legislation and Formstructures HSE Policies & Manual
Completeness and specific to the project

Monitor Project for Trade contractors working without proper submitted SWP’s or SWP’s requiring
modification due to site conditions / stage of work.
Provide Support to Trade Contractors with comments on how to improve their SWP’s if required.
Report to Project Superintendent intendent any reoccurring trade contractor noncompliance.
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4. Workers
• Review all work related SWP’s with their supervisors / foremen prior to commencing work as part of the
PSI.
• Offer comments to their supervisor on ways to improve existing SWP if they see a better, more safe
means to perform the task.

SWP Content Guidelines
This list is not comprehensive or complete but intended to support Project Staff. This list is based on
common missing elements found on Previous Formstructures Construction Projects HSE Audit Reports
which provided the foundation for this HSE Manual & SSHSP. These valuable indicators are included in the
form of guidelines as lessons learned.
Proper SWP’s are created after performing a hazard assessment of the work area where the work will be
performed. Control Measures need to address the hazard by removing / eliminating the hazard or if not
possible addressing the hazard with a safety process to protect the worker.
SWP’s must include muscuskeletal hazards & controls where applicable.
SWP’s are only valuable if they are communicated to the workers performing the work prior to
commencing and by verifying that the workers completely understand the SWP.
Construction SWP’s Guideline
Examples.
Elevated Work Platform (EWP)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copy of manufacturer’s instructions must kept on unit.
Fall arrest / protection required (manufacturer’s specs.)
Daily circle check (documented)
No attachments on deck, (only manufacturers Specs)
Operator trained.
Level ground / Outriggers
Maintenance record

Compressed Gas Storage
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storage as per MSDS
Ventilation
Fire extinguishers
Signage
Cylinders Tied off to prevent falling.
One day’s usage in facility

Controlled Products
•
•
•

SDS available
PPE
Storage / Ventilation
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Electrocution
•
•
•
•
•
•

Only qualified electricians
Proper PPE
Documented Electrical Lock out SWP (submitted to Project Superintendent.)
Locks & Tags utilized / available.
Controlled access to Main Elect Room
Grounded Electrical cords (GFI) maintained.

Traffic Control
•

•
•
•

Proper PPE includes
o vest
o Stop sign paddle.
o Daylight hours only
Spotter required for reversing vehicles / equipment.
Vehicle back up alarms
See Plot Plan (SSHSP)

Tools & Equipment
•
•
•
•

Daily inspection
Right tool for the job
Manufacturers owner is manual available.
Defective tool (tag out of Service)

Ladders
•

Ladders must be inspected daily.

Inspections are usually visual. Documentation is not required as indicated. Orientation topic
•
•
•
•
•

Extend ladder rails 3’ above landing.
Top of extension ladder / access ladder to be tied off.
Workers shall not carry tools equipment up a ladder.
Do not step on top cap of a step ladder.
Only Construction grade ladders in good condition (no wood / steel / aluminum)

Floor & Roof Openings
•
•
•
•

Must be protected.
Covers must be capable of all subjected loads and fastened.
Covers shall be identified with an orange X
Where covers are not feasible secure guardrails must be utilized

Underground Piping, Electrical and Other Utilities
•
•

All Trade Contractors performing any excavation or underground work must complete locates for all
potential utilities and permits before commencing work.
In the case of overhead wires Formstructures Inc. will protect them / remove them where possible. Site
Plot Plan will include locations of all overhead wire.
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Scaffolding
•
•
•

Formstructures Super shall verify that all scaffolding is installed, used, and dismantled by
competent and trained workers.
All scaffolding erected must meet or exceed Scaffolding regulations.
All scaffolding requires regular verification by Project HSE Consultant

Working Alone
•
•
•

Formstructures Super shall verify that a written SWP is prepared for all workers required to work alone.
Communication procedures & scheduled, “call in’s” established, Monitoring.
HSE Consultant to complete Working Alone SWP for Formstructures employees & verify that Trade
Contractors submit their Working Alone SWP’s when required.
HSE Consultant to monitor the implementation of Working Alone SWP ‘s
As suggested working alone is risky but it does occur (ex. fire watch / security /…) Presidents decision

Harassment and Discrimination
•
•

Refers to any verbal, written, visual or physical acts that are offensive in nature, intimidating or could be
considered threatening.
Formstructures will not tolerate the harassment of workers. Any cases of this nature must be reported to
Formstructures Management immediately.
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APPENDIX R:

?

HEARING CONSERVATION POLICY and PROCEDURES
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APPENDIX:S:

HSE

Lock Out Tagout Policy and Procedure

Lock out/ Tag out Policy.
All worksites, tools, equipment, machinery, and vehicles are to be kept in a condition that will
maximize the safety of all personnel. Regarding ensuring that we are ALL protected from actual
and potential hazards, Formstructures will develop and maintain a lock out/ tag out policy and
safe work procedure for these applications.
All employees will use tools and equipment in the manner in which they are intended and will
receive training and instruction in their safe operation. Employees will participate and apply the
training received. This will include training on the proper procedures to lock out/ tag out
potential energy sources and faulty/ damaged tools and/ or equipment.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lockout and tagging ensures that hazardous energy sources are under the control of the
workers needing protection.
Lockout often involves workers using a padlock to keep a switch in the “off” position, or to
isolate the energy of moving parts.
A lock is your personal lock that can only be opened with your key.
Tagging is how you tell others that the device is locked out, who locked it out, and why.
Forms of energy that you must lock out include electrical, mechanical, potential (stored
energy, such as in suspended loads), hydraulic, pneumatic, thermal, and chemical.
Any tool or equipment that is damaged or defective WILL NOT be used and will have a tag
placed on it with the appropriate information necessary to identify damage and/ or need for
repair.

Employees must report all observed defects to their Supervisor and the defective item must be taken out
of service immediately, attaching a “lock – out / tag – out” that identifies the defect. All necessary repairs
are to be conducted by qualified person.
To accomplish our lock out/ tag out program goals, any repairs will be documented to identify possible
needs or trends and consider solutions for these circumstances. The supervisor shall be responsible for
upholding our lock out/ tag out policy and procedures in his/her area of responsibility.
*Part 16 and 38 of the Manitoba Regulation 217/2006 lists the requirements for lockout. Our lock
out/ tag out procedure can be found in the safe work procedures section of our company safety
and health manual.
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HSE Std.-18

Equipment Operators Policy
Formstructures commitment to a safe and health workplace for all employees and the general public,
we shall not allow any person to operate or drive any piece of equipment without having been
trained or certified by a qualified trainer prior to coming on site.
No person shall operate or drive without this certification or training submitted to the office staff
prior to doing so.
Any person or persons found to be operating or driving without proper clearance shall be subject to
automatic discipline up to and including termination and removal from site.
This will include all Power Mobile Equipment, Heavy Equipment, Light duty Equipment, Mobile
Elevated Work Platform, Forklift’s, and all equipment deemed by Provincial Regulations.

March 21st, 2020
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GLOSSARY
Acronyms / Definitions.
The following acronyms are contained with this Formstructures HSE Manual.
CSA

Canadian Safety Association

c/w

Complete with

EAP

Environmental Action Plan

ERP

Emergency Response Plan

H&S Rep

Health & Safety Representative

HSE

Health Safety Environmental

JHSC

Joint Health & Safety Committee

JHA

Job Hazard Assessment

MOL

Ministry of Labor

SDS

Safety Data Sheet

OHS

Occupational Health & Safety

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PM

Project Manager

PSI

Pre-Job Safety Instruction

SSHSP

Site Specific Health & Safety Plan

Super

Supervisor

Std

Standard

SWP

Safe Work Procedures

WHMIS

Workplace Hazardous Material Information System
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HSE Std.-19
HSE Manual Acknowledgement Form

Company:
Date Received:
Name:
Signature:
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